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ABSTRACT
In data and its customers to design longitudinal
models of selection over the breadth of the firm‘s
products using them strictly to increase the revenues
from customers over their lifecycle and updated
literature has initiated to acknowledge intangible
(indirect) as well as tangible (direct) values although
it still a minimization of clarity about different
dimensions of stage of firms and customers in value
co-creation. In this paper survey , analyze underlying
value logic to explain the value co-created by firms
and customers and accounted partition of different
technique which overcome complexity and reduce
computational time of data refining and pursing
strategy .
Keywords: Big Data , CRM , web data , BI , OGC
time complexity etc.
I. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Customer relationship management
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) is
astrategy by utilizing ICT in attracting
potentialcustomers, retaining existing customer
andextending new services to loyal customers
(Anshari,2009). The main objective of businesses
including inbanking sector is to earn profits by
providingproducts
and
services,
developing
competitiveadvantages, and satisfying customers
andstakeholders
through
value
(Almunawar
andAnshari, 2006). The strategies should be laid
downin such a way that they provide benefits to
theorganization as well as customers; shorter
cycletimes, greater customer involvement in
servicedevelopment and reduction in operation costs

By redesigning business processes that eliminates
workthat does not add value to customers (Chen et
al.,2012). Therefore, CRM is critical components
inmanaging long-term customer relationship.
CRM with Web 2.0 (Social CRM) features can
beused to empower customers, allowing them to
accesstheir financial activities-related information,
interactwith customer services professionals, or
eveninteract with other customers. This will open
theopportunity to improve banking services
tocustomers and at the same time help improving
theirknowledge on financial literacy through
efficientonline
services,
consultations,
and
knowledgesharing (Almunawar and Anshari, 2006).
Social CRMcan be used by banking as a tool and
strategy inmeeting their customers‘ expectations. As
such,Social CRM must be aligned with the
organization‘smission and objectives in order to
bring about asustained performance of business
objectives andeffective customer relationship.
Customers can ownthe data on the Web 2.0 site and
exercise controlover that data (Anshari and Alas,
2015). Forinstance, when a bank acquires a new
customerthrough marketing orientation, the customer
willdetermine the value of each activity received
fromthe organization. When the customer perceives
thevalue is positive he/she will be happy and
satisfied.Otherwise, he/she may consider finding
anotherbanking organization for better value, which
willgive him/her satisfaction.
1.2. Big data
Big data is at an early stage, as most
relatedtechnology and analytics applications were
firstintroduced only around 2010 (Gantz and
Reinsel,2012). Big data is a new generation of
managingstrategies, technologies and architectures,
designedto economically extract value from very
largevolumes of a wide variety of data by enabling
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highvelocitycapture, discovery, and/or analysis
(Laney,2015). There are three main characteristics of
bigdata: the data itself, the analytics of the data, and
thepresentation of the results of the analytics
(Anshariet al., 2015). Big data is defined as an
extremely largevolume of data that are analyzed with
technology toshow the patterns of human
development oranything related to the society since
big data leads tomore precise analysis thus helps to
bring moreaccurate decision making and more
efficient work.Big data is high volume, velocity and
varietyinformation assets that demand costeffective,innovative forms of information processing
forenhanced
insight
and
decision-making
(MGI:McKinsey Global Institute, 2015). Big data
sourcescan be created by people or generated by
machineslike sensors gathering climate information,
satelliteimages, GPS signals, digital pictures and
videos, andtransaction records.
The growth in big data is not only because agrowing
number of smartphone users, but alsotrigger by other
smart mobile devices or pervasivecomputing abilities
that is multiplying quickly(Anshari et al., 2015). For
instance, marketing officerin a remote area can
collect and transmit real-timedata on every
transaction made. Many of these smartmobile devices
are able to interact with their usersover mobile
networks namely pervasive computing.Pervasive
computing exchanges data and interactwith people or
computers and other smart devices.More than 30
million interconnected pervasivecomputing are now
deployed worldwide, in areassuch as security, health
care, the environment,transport systems or energy
control systems, andtheir numbers are growing by
around 30% a year(Gafni and Geri, 2013).
One of the most important sources of big data isthe
Open Government Data (OGD). There is agrowing
trend in OGD initiative in many countries.When the
society becomes relying on internet, socialnetworks,
and mobile technology, then OGD willaccelerate the
impact of big data for economicgrowth in the region.
OGD proactively publishes realtime data to be used
by the public for tasking,triggering new ideas of
business initiative, andimprove decision making for
corporations and SMEs.There is an ongoing
paradigm shift on the issue ofgovernment data from
the perspective of data asbeing (secret) assets or
proprietary of thegovernment to the paradigm that the
government‘sdata as public goods that will provide

more benefits when they are shared to the public in
real time sothat people gains value from the extracted
data(Mutchler et al., 2011). After the financial crisis
in2008, OGD was considered a way to create
valuefrom data which can be freely used, reused
anddistributed by anyone where it gives more
value,influence, and more impact when it is shared
withthe public to the more open environment
(Ritter,2015). The value of OGD as part of the big
datasource will definitely play an important role
indriving the success of banking sectors.
II. LITRATURE SURVEY
Foss et al. (2008) [1] provides two guidelines of the
CRM concept. First, a CRM concept that is too
narrow-based often contributes to the failure of CRM
projects. Second, a contributing factor to the failure
of CRM projects is when an firm views CRM from a
limited technology perspective or undertakes CRM in
a fragmented way. A CRM system is a firm tool that
is technology-based for developing and leveraging
consumer knowledge to nurture, maintain, and
strengthen profitable relationships with consumers.
Woodcook et al., (2011) [2]argue that by engaging
consumers through a social media channels, firms
can provide consumers with personal experience
which is crucial in order to keep them interested,
informed, engaged and maybe even entertained. Over
time, firms learn to tailor solutions to individual
consumer needs. However, a social media channel
cannot replace traditional CRM channels, but it can
contribute to increased business insight. Combining a
traditional CRM channel, e.g., a consumer loyalty
club with a social CRM channel e.g. mobile phones
containing GPS services, enables firms to offer a
specific deal to a consumer. This deal would be based
on earlier purchasing behavior and the location of the
consumer at that specific moment. Further, a CRM
system containing the social media channel could
increase a ―personal touch‖ in the B2C relationship
since the social media channel contains information
about consumer‘s feelings, thoughts, opinions etc. on
a more personal level than traditional CRM channels.
Davenport., et al., (2010) [3] a big contributor in
successful firms. Business Intelligence (BI) can be
defined as a broad category of applications and
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technologies for gathering, storing, analyzing and
providing access to data in order to improve decision
makers for enterprise users. In some literature, BI is
referred to as the successor of decision making
systems, and also to facilitate various kinds of
enterprise reporting tools. A standard BI system
includes data sources where transactional data is
accumulated, data warehouses / data marts, reporting
and visualization tools, but also predictive analytics
and modeling.
Buttle (2001) [4]CRM can be used in several
different ways; where the main reason is to
strengthen already existing relationships. Both firm A
and firm B collect consumer data from various
sources: customer incentive programs, customer
service center, a point application, and through
external firms that conduct market researches. Hence,
it can be argued that both firms are willing to get as
much information as possible from consumers in
order to strengthen the relationships.
Hecht and Jablonski [5] compared different NoSQL
systems inregard to supported data models, types of
query supported, andsupport for concurrency,
consistency, replication, and partitioning.Hecht and
Jablonski
concluded
that
there
are
big
differencesamong the features of different
technologies, and there is no singlesystem that would
be the most suitable for every need. Therefore, itis
important for adopters to understand the requirements
of theirapplications and the capabilities of different
systems so that thesystem whose features better
match their needs is selected.
Habich et al. [6] propose Web services that coordinate dataClouds for exchanging massive data
sets. The Business Process ExecutionLanguage
(BPEL) data transition approach is used for
dataexchange by passing references to data between
services to reducethe execution time and guarantee
the correct data processingof an analytics process. A
generic data Cloud layer is introducedto handle
heterogeneous data Clouds, and is responsible for
mappinggeneric operations to each Cloud
implementation.
Starfish [7], a data analytics system built atop
Hadoop, focuseson improving the performance of

clusters throughout the datalifecycle in analytics,
without requiring users to understand theavailable
configuration options. Starfish employs techniques
atseveral levels to optimise the execution of
MapReduce jobs. It usesdynamic instrumentation to
profile jobs and optimises workflowsby minimising
the impact of data unbalance and by balancing
theload of executions. Starfish‘s Elastisizer
automates provisioningdecisions using a mix of
simulation and model-based estimationto address
what-if questions on workload performance.
Lee et al. [8] present an approach that allocates
resources andschedules jobs considering data
analytics workloads, in order toenable consolidation
of a cluster workload, reducing the numberof
machines allocated for processing the workload
during periodsof small load. The approach uses
Hadoop and works with two poolsof machines – core
and accelerator – and dynamically adjusts thesize of
each pool according to the observed load.
Chen et al. [9] envision an analytics ecosystem
where data servicesaggregate, integrate, and provide
access to public and privatedata by enabling
partnerships
among
data
providers,
integrators,aggregators, and clients; these services are
termed as DaaS. AtopDaaS, a range of analytics
functionalities that explore the data servicesare
offered to customers to boost productivity and
createvalue. This layer is viewed as AaaS. Similar to
the previously describedwork, they discuss a set of
possible business models thatrange from proprietary,
where both data and models are kept private,to codeveloping models where both data and analytics
modelsare shared among the parties involved in the
development ofthe analytics strategy or services.
Boulding et al. (2005) [10] agree that strategy lies at
the heart of successful CRM. Beforeembarking on
CRM, an organization should analyze the growth
opportunities
availablewithin
the
business
environment and make decisions about the nature of
customer relationshipsthat are appropriate for chosen
customer segments. Here the primacy of thecustomer
has to be recognized and signaled throughout the
firm. The customer shouldbe viewed as an important
stakeholder critical to the firm‘s success in the future,
andnot just regarded as a ‗target market‘. For success
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in CRM, it is clear that organizationsneed to consider
their current position within their industry and the
future role they canrealistically play within it.
However, the primacy of the customer must remain
amid otherstrategic considerations.
.

understand the benefits that are achieved
through continuing analysis of the customer
data.
4.

The application of DM in CRM has
produced immense profit for the service
sector industries.

5.

The growth of the aCRM through the
application of the DM has produced some
serious concern related to the security.

III. CHALLENGES
1.

Although theseinteractions constitute a rich
source of data, they create challengesto
companies aiming to devisemarketing
strategies.

2.

Despite our focus on the various challenges
associated withsocial CRM, we are by
nomeans naysayers with regard to the use of
social media in CRM strategies.

3.

Big data analytics set relevant challenges to
policy makers as to the way to design
cultural policies and to deal with privacy
issues.
The problem is that each of the
communication channels may unknowingly
use their own customer intelligence data to
interact with a customer without realizing
that a different message may be being
delivered to the same customer via another
communication channel.

4.

V. DISSCUSSION
The structural descriptions for CRM, become more
clear. Buttle [4] defines four types of CRM that are
mainly used today, depending on the roles that CRM
play the state of CRM research proceeds using the
customer
lifecycleframework
(acquisition,
development and retention), and we shall describe the
issues andmethodological challenges unique to each
stageWhile technical discussions on big data
analytics and algorithms are abundant [11], a
comprehensive theoretical framework of big data as
cooperative assets and its role in value co-creation is
absent in the literature. As market competition
increasingly becomes data competition, a better
understanding of how big data transforms from
resources to valuable and governable properties.
VI. CONCLUSION

IV. IMPORTANCE
1.

Analytical CRM is a solid and consistent
platform
which
provides
analytical
applications to help predict, scale and
optimize customer relations.

2.

This can only be achieved through
application of leadership that understands
the unchanging timeless principles for KM
and Analytical CRM using a data mining
structure that transforms organizations to
become far more responsive and effective
players in a growing economy.

Based on indication from multiple problems that
study proposes a development model that describes
how big data is distorted from resources into
cooperative assets in value co-creation procedures.
We identify four types of customer roles in value cocreation context and analyze four diverse big data
info resources generated by these roles: transactional,
communicational, participative, and transboundary,
The empirical literature in marketing has traditionally
favored parametric models (such as logistic or
probity regression or parametric hazard specifications
and zero-inflated poisson models) that are easy to
interpret for various data mining technique.

3.

The application of the analytical approach
helps the business organizations to
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